
MAKE A KAZOO!
HERE ARE ALL THE SUPPLIES YOU NEED TO

VIDEO DIRECTIONS CAN BE FOUND AT: 

https://youtu.be/zgEpdjdZK98



one #64 sized rubber band
two small rubber bands
one straw 
scissors (not in this baggie)
two tongue depressors
Washi tape (optional and not included in this baggie)

Take the thick rubber band and wrap it around one of the tongue depressors from end to end.  
Take the straw and cut off two pieces.  Make sure the two pieces stick out wider than the width
of the tongue depressor (about 1 1/2-2")
Take one of the straw pieces and place it UNDER the rubber band towards one end of the
tongue depressor.
Place the other tongue depressor on top of the one that has the rubber band and straw piece.  
Take one of the small rubber bands and wrap it around the end of the tongue depressor that
has the straw piece.  This will keep both tongue depressors in place.
Take the second straw piece and place it ON TOP of the rubber band but between the two
tongue depressors.  It's important that one straw piece is UNDER the rubber band and the other
one is ON TOP of the rubber band.  
Take the other small rubber band and wrap it around the end of the tongue depressor so that
both ends are secure.
If you have Washi tape at home you can decorate your kazoo.  Do not wrap the Washi tape
around your kazoo the short way. Wrap it around the long way.  It's okay to place it over the
thick rubber band when you wrap it around the kazoo.  
You can also decorate your kazoo with markers.  You will want to use permanent makers so
that when you put your mouth on the kazoo the ink doesn't come off on your lips.  ;-) 
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Video directions can be found at:
https://youtu.be/zgEpdjdZK98


